
Policy:   Retreat To Farm B
Prepared By:   Planning
Date:    March 19, 2016

The Problem: 

There may come a time when we will need to retreat to a safer location for an 
unspecified length of time.

Assumptions:

Our best location for long-term is Farm B, twelve miles away.

That location has a well, plenty of concealed acreage, farmland, one and possibly two, houses.

Our desired retreat would be by convoy to carry all members and supplies in one trip.

The most likely scenario to cause a retreat is if we stopped a large organized group at the gate 
and feared the larger group might return in a few days.   This should give us a few days to make 
an organized retreat.

It would be our hope to retreat and later return back to Paradise farm within a month as the 
larger groups moves out.

         Plan:  

Immediately Park all vehicles with the trucks in the front for immediate access.

            

           Load two vehicles with sandbags in the rear protecting prone shooters. 
   These will be blockers at the end of the convoy.

Load all food stocks, followed by most important equipment.  

Take several campers.

Take some critters and free range the rest.

Temporarily disable major equipment left behind, including wells.
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Leave as one unit, possibly in the dark or at sunrise.   

Leave trip wires to indicate entry while vacated.

Close all gate defenses and camouflage the drive.  This car will have to catch up with the 
convoy.

Cross over Hwy 89 and leave the two blocker vehicles to roadblock the road for 15 minutes.  

   They will then head South on Hwy 89 and hide in the woods for a few hours before going to 
Farm B.

Cost:    None    

Pros:

Keeps the group calm, organized and intact. 

Hopefully no one notices us at departure.

Blockers can detain anyone that does attempt to follow the retreat.

We have plenty of radios for communication and coordination. 

Cons:

          Risks the entire force at once.
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